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ChangingChanging LibraryLibrary::

MainMain LibraryLibrary ofof thethe AcademyAcademy ofof SciencesSciences
ofof thethe CzechCzech RepublicRepublic
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ChangingChanging LibraryLibrary

ReconstructionReconstruction ofof BuildingBuilding oror
InteriorInterior

NewNew informationinformation resourcesresources

NewNew servicesservices
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Martinicka Bible (approx. 1430)
from collection of Library of
Academy of Science – containes
the oldest picture of burning of
Jan Hus
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„Informace“ - A bulletin 
published chiefly for 
other libraries and 
centers of scholarly 
information within the 
Czech Academy of 
Sciences. 

(Books and History) - A 
periodical devoted to the 
history of books, printing 
and libraries in the 
Bohemian Lands 
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A graphic representation of the processes, individual parts of A graphic representation of the processes, individual parts of 
the system and their connections with which the Digital the system and their connections with which the Digital 
Centre is dealing while establishing the Digital Library AV CRCentre is dealing while establishing the Digital Library AV CR

ZeutschelZeutschel DigibookDigibook
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About 25 percent of the Library’s holdings are accessible to About 25 percent of the Library’s holdings are accessible to 
the user in the reading room, while the rest are located in the user in the reading room, while the rest are located in 
depositoriesdepositories

http://www. http://www. lib.cas.czlib.cas.cz

BBooksooks from the depositories may also be ordered and from the depositories may also be ordered and 
reserved at the web sitereserved at the web site

The Library is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.The Library is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The Library is equipped with a universally accessible entry for The Library is equipped with a universally accessible entry for 
the handicapped. The vehicle entry gate allows for the the handicapped. The vehicle entry gate allows for the 
passage of a car and leads to a lift which takes the user up to passage of a car and leads to a lift which takes the user up to 
the Library. the Library. 
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